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Stability of steady states of the Cauchy problem 
for the exponential reaction-diffusion equation 
J. Ignacio Tello 
Abstract 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
ut = Au+eu, x€RN, t G(0, T), 
U(X,0) = UQ, x e R N , 
where UQ e C(R ) and T > 0. We flrst study the radial steady states of the equation and the number of 
intersections distinguishing four different cases: N=l, N = 2, 3^¡N^¡9 and N '^ 10, writing explicitly 
every steady state for N = 1 and N = 2. Then we study the large time behavior of solutions of the parabohc 
problem. 
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1. Introduction and main results 
In this paper we consider the following Cauchy problem: 
ut = Au + eu, xeRN, t e (0, T), 
u(x,0) = «o(i), i e l " , 
where u = u(x, t), A is the Laplace operator in x and u0 belongs to the space of continuous 
functions C(RN). It is well known that for any initial data UQ, satisfying -£e c | x | < UQ{X) < c 
for c, k > 0 there exists T = T{UQ) > 0 such that (1.1) has a unique classical solution u(x, t; UQ) 
in C2>l(RN x (0, T)) n C(RN x [0, T)). 
In Section 2 we study the stationary states of (1.1) under the assumption of radial symmetry, 
i.e. 
u := ü(\x\). 
For simplicity we drop the tilde and denote \x\ = r, then u satisfles the equation 
TV - 1 
urr-{ ur + eu=Q, r > 0 . (1.2) 
r 
In that section we also study the number of intersections between the steady states. This result is 
enclosed in the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. 
(i) For TV = 1, every solution to (1.2) is oftheform 
ua(r) :=a -21og(cosh( ea,2r 
for a e l , and every two solutions intersect each other once. 
(ii) For TV = 2, every solution to (1.2) is oftheform 
uaj¡ (r) := a + (J3 - 2) logr - 2logí 1 + —jr13 
for a e M and j3 > 0, and 
(a) uaipl intersects ua2p2 twice if j3\ ^ fo', 
(b) uaxp,x intersects ua2p2 once if f¡i = f¡2, «i ¥= a2-
(iii) For 3 < TV < 9 there exists one singular solution and every regular solution intersects the 
singular one inflnitely many times. Every two regular solutions intersect each other inflnitely 
many times. 
(iv) For N > 10, there exists one singular solution to (1.2) and solutions do not intersect each 
other. 
The singular solution to (1.2) for TV > 2 is given by 
í>*(r):=-21ogr + log(2/V-4). (1.3) 
For TV > 2, we denote by ua the regular solutions to 
urr-{ ur + eu=Q, u(0)=a, wr(0) = 0. (1.4) 
r 
In Section 3 we study the parabolic problem and the blow up, of solutions in the sense: 
- the solution "blows up to —oo" if 
lim max u(x, t; UQ) = —oo, for T < oo; 
- the solution "blows up to oo" if 
lim max u(x, t; UQ) = oo, for T < oo; 
t^TxeKN 
and prove the following results: 
- under the assumption 
-c[ec2^2 +c'3 <w0(x) < -cieC2 |x |2 + c3, for c¡ > 0 (i = 1, 2) and c3, c'3 e l , 
the solution blows up to -oo ; 
- if w0 satisfles 
w0(x) > -cieC 2 | x | 2 _ í , for ci, c2 > 0 and e e (0, 1), 
the solution remains bounded below in every compact sub-set of RN x [0, oo); 
- Theorem 1.2. Suppose that N = 1 or 2 < N < 10, and consider UQ(X) > — c\eC2^ for 
e > 0 and some positive constants c\ and c^. Then the following conclusions hold. 
(i) If uo^ua and uo^ua, for a e l , í/ze solution is global and 
max w(x, í) -> — oo ast^oo. 
xeKN 
(ii) Ifuo^ua and UQ ^ H„, í/zen w Wows Mp atflnite time to oo. 
(iii) For N = 2, ifuo ^ uap for j3 e (0,2), í/ze solution is global and 
max w(x, í) -> — oo ast^oo. 
xeKN 
In Section 4 we study the stability of the radial steady states for JV > 10 with respect to the 
norms ||| • ||| and || • \\s deflnedby 
IHVÍI= sup -— VK*) and ||^IU = sup (1 + |x|) ^ O ) , 
^SRÍV log(2+ |x|) '
 x s K i V
v 
for s e R . These results presented in Theorems 1.3-1.5 concern stability and weak stability. For 
readers convenience we give deflnitions of stability and weak asymptotic stability. 
Definition 1.1. A stationary solution ua is stable with respect the norm || • ||^+, if for e > O there 
exists 5 > O such that \\UQ — ua\\x+ < 5 then ||w(í, •, UQ) — ua\\x+ < e for í > 0. 
Definition 1.2. A stationary solution ua is weak asymptotically stable with respect the norm 
|| • \\x+, if there exists 5 > O such that for ||w0 - ua\\x+ < 8 then ||w(í, •, w0) - ua\\ki -> O as 
í -> oo for X' > A.+ . 
Theorem 1.3. Let X+ and X- be defined by 
A± = - ( -JV + 2 ± V i V - 2 V i V - 1 0 ) , 
then: 
(i) If N = 10, any radial steady state ua is stable with respect to the norm ||| • ||| and is weakly 
asymptotically stable with respect to the norm \\ • \\x,for X = - 4 . 
(ii) IfN> 10, any radial steady state ua is stable with respect to the norm \\ • \\x+ and is weakly 
asymptotically stable with respect to the norm \\ • \\x_. 
Theorem 1.4. Let ao, ai, a^ e M. such that «o < ai and a^ < a§. Assume v$, u$ e C(RN) for 
N > 10 satisfying 
uaQ < «o < uai, (1.5) 
ua2 ^uo + vo^ <£*, (1.6) 
lim \x\s\v0(x)\=0, wheres = 4forN =10 and s =-A.+ for N > 10, (1.7) 
then u{x, t; UQ + vo) is a global solution and satisfles 
\\u(-,t;uo + vo)-u(-,t;uo)\\LOOi.RN,)^0 ast^oo. (1.8) 
Theorem 1.5. Let N > 10 and u0 e C(RN) satisfy 
-c ie C 2 | x | 2 " ^u0(x)^<P*(\x\), xeRN, (1.9) 
for c\, C2 > 0 and e e (0,1), 
lim (p(x)\<P*(\x\) - M o ( x ) | = 0 , for(p{x)= \ i°gW' ifN= 10, ( U 0 ) | x |
^
c o
 lkl_A-+, ifN> 10, 
then the solution u(x, t; UQ) is global and satisfles 
lim u(-,t;uo) = <P*. (1.11) 
2. Steady states: Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In fhis section we give the proof of Theorem 1.1 concerning the steady states and the number 
of intersections between them. 
The proof for the cases N > 10 and 3 < N < 9 follows the ideas of Joseph and Lundgren [4] 
developed to study the Dirichlet problem. See also [2,3,9]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Case (JV = 1). Explicit solutions of the problem are well known (see [1,7]): 
u (r) = a — 2 log I cosh I — ea /2r 
To prove the non-existence of singular solutions, we multiply (1.4) by u' and intégrate over (e, 1) 
to obtain 
l
-[u>(
€
)f
 + e^=
l
-[u>(l)f + e»m. 
Then 
|M ' ( e) |<[(w'( l ) ) 2 + 2 e " « ] 1 / 2 , 
which proves the boundedness of u in every bounded sub-set of R and the non-existence of 
singular solutions. 
To see that every two solutions intersect each other once, we consider w¡, satisfying w¡ (0) = a¡ 
(for ¿ = 1,2 and «i > «2), and define / by 
f(r):=m(r) -u2{r). 
Notice that 
/(O) = «i - «2 > 0, l i m / ( r ) = -oo and f'(r) < 0. 
By continuity and monotonicity of / we obtain (i). 
Case (N = 2). There exists a two parameters family of solutions defined by 
uaP(r) :=a + (fi- 2)logr - 21og (l + ^ r ^ (2.1) 
for a e R and j3 e (0, 00). The explicit solutions were already known for the unit ball with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, see [5]. Notice that, if /3 = 2, uap is a regular solution and if 
j3 ,é 2, « ^ is singular and satisfies 
íoo, 0 < / 3 < 2 , 
lim uap = i 
r-^0 H [ - 0 0 , j8 > 2. 
For simplicity we will denote by ua the solution uap for j3 = 2. 
To prove that every solution is of the form uap, we consider the Cauchy problem 
p' = q, r > ro > 0, 
q'=í-eP! r > r 0 > 0 , (2.2) 
. p(r0) = a, q(r0) = b, 
for ro = 1. For every a, b e R, w^ is a solution to (2.2) for a and /3 defined by 
a = a + 21og2, p = (2ea)~1/2, iíb = -2, 
(b + 2)(l+k) 
a = a + 2log(l+k), ^ = , i f f c ^ - 2 , 
1 —& 
where £ satisfies 
e
a(l+k)2/ 2k \ 2 
g(k):=— V i -k = 0. 
S
 ' 2(b + 2)2 V 1+kJ 
Notice that g(l) = - 1 and 
g(0)>0, iíb>-2, and lim g(fc) > 0, if b > - 2 , 
which guarantees the existence of k > 0. By uniqueness of (2.2) we obtain that every solution is 
givenby (2.1). 
To study the intersections between two solutions uaip1 and ua2p2 we distinguish two cases: 
(a) P\ > p\. Let h be deflned by 
h{r,oti,ot2,p'i,fh) :=«<*!& (r) -uaih{r) 
«i - «2 + 081 - J82) log r + 2 log 
l + ^ f e l 2/íf 
1 +
 gfft 
Notice that 
lim h(r, a\,<X2, Pi, P2) = lim /z(r, «i, «2, j8i, Pi) = —00, ai, «2 e 1 
We consider flrst the case a¡ = log(2/i2). Since /z(l, «i, «2, P\, P2) > 0, 
9/z 
(23) 
9r 
:
 /(r)[(j82 " J8i>ft + 2j82 - 2 ^ " ^ ] , 
where 
/ ( r ) := r
fc-i 
( l + r f c ) ( l + r f t ) ' 
and there exists a unique ro > 0 such that 9/z(ro)/9r = 0, we obtain that A has two zeros (for 
ai = log(2/S2)). 
By using the previous case and continuous dependence, we prove by contradiction the gen-
eral case. We assume there exist a\, «2 e R such that the number of zeros of h is different 
from two. Let 7¡ be the compact interval [log(2/92), a¡] if a¡ > log(2/i2) and [<5¡, log(2yS?)] 
if ci; < log(2/92), for ¿ = 1,2. Since |9/z/9a¡ | < 1 and by (2.3), there exist ro, r\, satisfying 
0 < ro < 1 < r\ < 00, such that 
h(r, a\, a2, Pi, p~i) < 0, for r < ro (ai, «2) E / J X I2, 
h(r, ai, a2, Pi, P2) < 0, for r > r\ («i, «2) E / J X ^2-
Then, there exist a* e h, a¿ e h and r* e (ro, n ) such that h{r*,a\, a | , >8i, ¿¡2) = 0 and 
dh(r*)/dr = 0. Then 
"a¡ft O"*) = «a*fc (r*), <* f t (r*) = w^ fe (r*), 
by uniqueness of (2.2), Pi = p\, which contradicts Pi > ¿¡2 and proves (a), 
(b) Pi = P2 = p. We consider the function v deflned by 
v(r,ai,a2,P) :=uaip(r) - ua2p(r) = ai - a 2 + 21og 
1 + ^ ' 
Since 
dv £Ü _ ^L\ , . /3- l 
<" a + S^Xi + Ü^) o, 2/P 
t>(0, «i, «2, j8) = «i — «2 and lim u(r, «i, 02, P) = «2 — «1, 
we obtain (b), for a\ ^ «2-
Case (3 < N < 9). In order to prove (iii), we introduce s and w deflned by 
j : = l o g r and w:=ua -<P*. (2.4) 
Then, Eq. (1.2) is converted into the following one: 
wss + (N-2)ws + 2(N-2)(ew - l ) = 0 , -oo < s < oo. (2.5) 
We now rewrite the above equation as a system of ODEs: 
w' = q, q' = -2(N -2)(ew - l) -(N-2)q. (2.6) 
In the w-q plañe, (0,0) is the unique steady state. Since the general solution of the linearized 
system 
W'=Q, Q'= -2(N-2)W-(N-2)Q, (2.7) 
is given by 
W{s)=kiek+S +k2ek-s, 
for 
X± = -(-N + 2±^N -2ViV - 1 0 ) , (2.8) 
we obtain that (0, 0) is a stable focus. 
Multiplying (2.6) by (2(iV - 2)ew — 1, q) and adding both equations we get 
2(JV - 2)(ew - w)' + l-(q2)' = -{N - 2)q2. (2.9) 
Intégrate (2.9) over (0, s) to obtain 
2(N - 2)(ew - w) + -q2 < k, 
which proves the boundedness of the solution. 
Notice that, from (2.9), we also deduce that there is no periodic solutions (apart of (0,0)). 
Then, (w, q) -> (0,0) as s -> oo. Since (0, 0) is a focus we get that w has inflnitely many zeros. 
To see that there exist inflnitely many intersections, we argüe by contradiction. We consider 
two solutions w and w which satisfy: 
wss + (N-2)ws+2(N-2)(em-l)=0, -oo < s < oo, (2.10) 
wss + (N-2)ws+2(N-2)(ew-1)=0, -oo < s < oo, (2.11) 
|w| < 1 and |«¿| < 1, S0<s<oo. (2.12) 
We assume that w > w fot s > Si > So (i.e. there is no intersection after Si). Since w is oscilla-
tory, there exist JO, SI > Si such that w(so) = w(si) = 0 and w > 0 at (JO, * I ) . Multiplying (2.10) 
by w and (2.11) by w, and subtracting both expressions, it results 
(wssw - wssw) + (N - 2)(wsw - wws) + 2(N - 2)(eww - e-w) = 0, 
since ((ew — í)w — (e- — 1)«J) < 0 for j > So, multiplying by e^N~2^s we have 
(e^N-2^(wsw-wws))s>0. 
Integrating over (JO, J I ) we obtain 
-e^-
2)siws(si)w(si) + e^-2)sows(so)lv(so) > 0, (2.13) 
since ws(si) < O and ws(s0) > O, from (2.13) we have that w(s0) > 0 or w(si) > 0, which 
contradicts W > w for s > Si, and (iii) is proven. 
Case (N > 10). We flrst consider the solution to (2.6), which satisfles 
lim w(s) = — oo, lim q(s)=2. 
s—^—oo s—^—oo 
In the w-q plañe, we have: 
(1) there is no steady state (apart of (O, 0)); 
(2) there is no periodic solution (see case 3 < N < 9); 
(3) at q = O, w < O, we have u/ = O, q' > 0; 
(4) at the half-line q = — ^ -^w, w < O, it results 
q' ew - 1 
i - = _ ( j V - 2 ) + 4 , 
since (ew — í)/w < 1 for w < O we have 
Ú-' J V - 2 
^ 7 < - ^ + 6< — . 
w' 2 
Consequently, the región q < O, w < O and <? < - ^ ^ w is invariant, w -> O as s -> oo and the 
case N > 10 is proven. 
To see that there is no intersection, we consider two solutions, (wi, qi) and (w2, q2), satisfy-
ing 
lim W I = Ü ! I , lim u>2 = «2 foro!i<ü!2-
We define w:=wi — w2, q := qi - q2 which satisfles 
w' = q, q'= -(N-2)q-2(N-2)ei"w, (2.14) 
for some w e (wi, w2) if w\ < w2 and w e (w2, wi) if wi > »2 (notice that in both cases 
w < 0 ) . 
In the w-q plañe, we have, as before: 
• (O, 0) is the unique stationary state; 
• at q = O, u x O w e have w' = 0,q'> 0; 
• at the half-line q = —^-^w, w < O, we have 
^ - = - ( i V - 2 ) + 4 e w < -JV + 6 < . 
ur 2 
As before, we deduce that the región q < O, w < O and <? < —^-^w is invariant and w remains 
negative for s < 00 which ends the proof of the fheorem. D 
Lemma 2.1. Let u be a solution to (1.2) for N > 10, then: 
(i) 7/iV=10, 
M(r) = -21ogr + log(16) + r- 4(alogr+fc) + r-8(c(logr)2 + álogr) + 6»(r-8), 
as r -> 00, /or some constants a, b, c and d. 
(ii) IfN> 10, 
u(r) = -21ogr + log(2JV - 4) + arx+ + brx~ + cr2x+ + drx++x- + 0(r2x-), 
for 
X± = -(-N + 2±^/N -2ViV - 10), 
as r -> oo, and some constants a, b, c and d. 
Proof. We start with the proof of (ii). We consider w, the solution to (2.5) and 
W{s)=kiex+S +k2ex-s, 
the solution to the linearized equation. 
By standard arguments, as in [8], we get 
w{s)=aex+s +bex-s 
oo 
- ^
N
~^ í (e^'-^ - ex-(s-^)(ew(^ - 1 - w{s'))ds'. (2.15) 
Since 
n=oo 
e
w
 - 1 - w = 
l OQ
 1 
y-w" 
and w(s) = aex+s + 0{ex-s), we have ew(í) - 1 - w(s) = ^-e2x+s + 0{e^x++x-^). Then, by 
(2.15) wehave 
w(s) = aex+s + bex-s + c'e2x+s + O (e{x++x-)s). (2.16) 
Substituting again in (2.15) wehave 
w(s) = aex+s + bex-s + ce2x+s + de{x++x-)s + O (e2x-s). (2.17) 
Introducing the variables, r and u, we obtain 
u (r) = - 2 log r + log(2JV - 4) + arx+ + brx- + cr2x+ + drx++x- + O (r2x- ). 
In the same fashion we prove (i). D 
3. The parabolic problem 
In this section we study the blow up of solutions under suitable assumptions. We present flrst 
a necessary and sufflcient condition in order to obtain blow up in the sense 
lim max u(x,t) = —oo, 
for T < oo. The proof of Theorem 1.2, which follows the ideas of Gui, Ni and Wang [8], is also 
enclosed in this section. See also [6,11]. 
Lemma 3.1. Ifua^ M 0 > - c i e C 2 | x | \ for ee (0,1), c\ > O, C2 > O and ua is a regular steady 
state, the solution to (1.1) remains bounded in every compact sub-set ofRN x [O, oo). 
Proof. Since ua > UQ, we obtain, by máximum principie, that u < ua. In order to prove the 
lemma, we argüe by contradiction and assume the solution blows up at t = T < oo. Let us 
consider the function 
( C2 /, ,2 , \ l - e / 2 
u = — ciexp x +C3 
e \ 2 / e ^ ^ ^ 2 / e 
for
 C3 = ^  + l)^l--j +2^1"2Jjj >1-
After routine computations, by selection of c3, we have that u is a sub-solution to the problem. 
Since w remains bounded in every compact sub-set of RN x [0, T + 1), we obtain a contradiction 
which proves the lemma. D 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose 
-c\é'^ + c3 <woO) < -cieC2 |x |2 + c3, /orc^ > 0 (¿ = 1, 2) a«<i c3, c3 e l . 
Then, the solution u blows up atfinite time T < 1/(4c), for c := mm{e~c'i~1/(4ci), c^), in the 
sense 
lim max u(x, t) = —oo. 
t^Tx€RN 
Proof. We consider the function 
_ / ex2 t 
t í V A , l ) — C 1 C A U 1 
~4~c 
1 
-c3, for í < —. 4c 
After routine computations, we have 
üt - Aw - e" > 0, 
which implies that w is a super-solution to the problem and u < w. Since 
lim max w(x, í) = —oo, 
at flnite time T = l/(4c) we get the desired result. D 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In order to prove (i) we assume, wifhout loss of generality, that 
u0(x)<ua(\x\), xeMN. (3.1) 
If uo(x) = ua(\x\) at some point, we consider UQ(X) = u(x, ío) for ío > 0 that, by the strong 
máximum principie, satisfles (3.1). 
We consider up, the solution to (1.2), and ro(/3) deflned as the flrst intersection point of up 
and ua. Since up -> ua as /3 -> a uniformly in any compact sub-set [0, k] and UQ < ua, there 
exists fío < a such that the function <¡/\ deflned by 
up0(\x\), if \x\ ^ro(Po), Írl(x): 
\ua(\x\), if \x\ >ro09o), 
satisfles UQ < V^ i- Since u(x, •; ^ i ) is monotone decreasing and every steady state ua interseets 
V^ i for a < fío (see Theorem 1.1 for N < 10), we have 
lim max u(x, í; ^ i ) —>- —oo. 
By standard comparison arguments we nave that u(x, t; i¡r{) > u(x, t; u0). Now, (i) follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 
In order to prove (ii), we define the function 
upx{\x\), i f | x | < r 0 , Íf2(x) : 
ua(\x\), i f | x | > r 0 , 
where ro is the first intersection point between ua and up17 for B\> a sufficiently cióse to a. 
We may assume that UQ > ^2 and ^2 is a sub-solution to the problem. Since u(x, •; ^2) is a 
monotone increasing function and every radial steady state up intersects i¡r2 for B > B\ (see 
Theorem 1.1 for JV < 10), we have 
lim max w(x, í; ^2) —>- °°7 
for some T < 00. To prove T < 00, we consider first the case in which the blow up set contains a 
neighborhood "B" of the origin and use a standard Kaplan's argument. Let A.i be the first eigen-
value of - A in HQ(B) and w\ the positive and normalized in Ll{U) associated eigenfunction. 
We define 
U := I uw\ dx, 
-i 
then 
Ü + XiU^eu, U(t0)=k, 
for í0 large, such that k is bigger than the larger root of the equation es — X\s = 0, we obtain finite 
time blow up for U, which proves T < 00. If the blow-up set of u(x, í; ^2) is a single point, the 
radially symmetric function v defined by 
u(|x|) := sup w(x,í;i/f2) 
íe[0,oo) 
is a singular steady state satisfying v > ^2 > «», which contradicts Theorem 1.1. 
In order to prove (iii) we argüe as in (i) and assume, wifhout loss of generality, that UQ < uap. 
Consider now uap* for B* > B, and r\ > 0 such that uap*(r + e) > uo(r) for r e (0, r\) and 
uap(r\ + e) = uap*{r\) for e small enough, such that, the function 
, , , f w ^ C M + e ) , if \x\ < r i , 
Vf3(^) = i
 n ,, . . . , 
[w^dxl) , i f | x | > r ! , 
satisfies w0 < 03. AS in parts (i) and (ii), we can see that u(x, •; x¡r3) is monotone decreasing and 
lim max u(x, t; ^3) -> —00. 
t^OOxeViN 
Since w(x, í; wo) ^ «(*, í; V )^ and thanks to Lemma 3.1 we obtain (iii). D 
4. Stability of solutions for N ^ 10 
In this section we study the stability of solutions for N > 10. Theorem 1.3 concerns the 
stability of steady states and the weak asymptotic stability, the proof follows the ideas of Gui, Ni 
and Wang [8] developed to study 
ut = Au + up, I E M " , t e(0, T). (4.1) 
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 concerning asymptotic stability are proven in a similar fashion as Theo-
rems 4.2 and 6.1 in Polácik and Yanagida [10] concerning (4.1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First we show that ua is stable with respect to the norm || • ||^+ for 
N > 10 and with respect to the norm ||| • ||| for N = 10. We divide the interval (0, oo) in two 
parts [0, Rae] and (Rae, oo), where Rae will be deflned later. By continuous dependence on a 
we have that 
lim sup \up — ua\=0. (4.2) 
P^are[0,Ra€] 
Then, if JV> 10, 
ua(r) = -21ogr + log(2JV - 4) + A(a)rk+ + 0(rk~), 
where A(a) is continuous and increasing in a. We choose Rae such that 
sup \{ua(r)-up(r))r-k+\^\A(a)-A(l3)\+e-, (4.3) 
re[Rae,oo) -> 
for \p-a\< a/2. Taking fi+ > a > /3_, such that \A{a) - A(j8±)| < e/3, and 
sup \up±{r)-ua{r)\^-, 
re[0,Rae] i 
weget 
\up±{\x\)-ua{\x\)\x+^e. (4.4) 
Then, for any e > 0 there exists 5 > 0, such that if ||wo(x) - Wa(l*l)lk+ < 5, there exists /3± 
such that up_(\x\) < UQ(X) < up+(\x\) and (4.4) holds. By comparison, we have up_(\x\) < 
u(x, í; u0) < up+(\x\), which proves the stability of ua. 
The case JV = 10 may be proven in the same way. 
To see that ua is weakly asymptotically stable we introduce the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. For each radial solution ua andfor N > 10 there exists a sequence of radial 
strict super-solutions üka and sub-solutions i¿ such that 
ui > ui > • • • > u„ > • • • > ui > ui, 
and ua is the unique solution in the interval uka > ua > uka. Moreover, for k eN 
lim \ü~l - ua\\x\~k-> 0, lim \uka - ua\\x\~x- > 0. (4.5) 
The proposition may be proven in the same fashion that Theorem 4.1 in [8], by using the 
auxiliary problem 
ív" + ^ v ' + (l±h)ev=0, in(0,oo), 
1 u(0) = j8, i/(0) = 0, 
where h is a non-negative and non-trivial regular function with compact support. 
In order to flnish the proof of Theorem 1.3 we consider a sub-solution u := u^ and a super-
solution w := vLka (which existence is shown in Proposition 4.1). From (4.5) we have that there 
exists 5 > 0 such that 
\u(x) - WQ,(|X|)|(1 + |x|) ~ > 8, \ü(x)-ua(\x\)\(l + \x\) ~ > 8, 
for N > 10. Then, if ||wo — ua\\x_ < 8, wehave u < UQ < w and 
w(x) ^ u(x, t; u) < u(x, t; UQ) < u(x, t; ü) ^ w(x). 
By monotonicity of u(x, •; u) and u(x, •; w) and Proposition 4.1, we have 
lim w(-, í; w) = ua = lim w(-, í; u). 
Then, for X' < X_ and /í > 0, we have 
|(l + |x|) (w(x,í;w0) - « « ( k l ) ) ! 
, c(l + \x\rl \x\l-, if |x| > # , f1 
c(l + /Í)"A- ' | |M(X,Í; W0) - Wa<(M)llL°°(o,.fi), if kl < R, 
cR-x'+x-, if\x\^R, 
c{\ + R)~x'\\u{x,t; u0) - ua(\x\)\\L°°(o,R), if M < R, 
and taking limits, we obtain 
lim sup |w(-, í; «o) - Ma||v < CR~X+X~. 
t—^co 
Since /? is arbitrary, we conclude the proof for N > 10. The case N = 10 can be proven in the 
same fashion. D 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.4, we introduce Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2. 
The proofs are given for reader's convenience, the proof of Lemma 4.1 follows the proof of 
Lemma 3.3 in Polácik and Yanagida [10] and the results of Proposition 4.2 are enclosed in Propo-
sition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 of the same work. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ua be the solution to (1.4) and let v be the solution to 
\vt-Av = eUav, xeMN,t>0, 
i ' (4.7) 
[v(x,0) = v0(x), xeRN, 
where v0 e C(RN). Then, 
(i) There exists a constant C > 0 independent of vo such that 
\\v(-,t; v0)\\ <C||i;o||, 
where \\ • \\ is anyofthe norms \\ • \\x, X e [A._, X+]for N > 10 and \\\ • \\\for N = 10. 
(ii) If vo has compact support then 
\\v(;t; ^¡¿oopjjv) -+0, ast^O. (4.8) 
More generally (4.8) holds if 
lim |xHi;o(x) |=0. (4.9) 
|JE|—>oo 
Proof. We only consider the case N > 10 in the proof. The case N = 10 can be treated similarly. 
By the linearity of the equation we may restrict ourselves to the case v0 > 0. Since 
v(x, t; vo) > 0, we have that ua + v is a sub-solution to the problem, i.e. 
Ua(x) + v(x, t; DQ) ^ u(x, t; ua + VQ). (4.10) 
Since ua is stable, there exists 5 > O such that if ||t>oll ^ 5 then 
\\ua — u(-, í; ua + i 
By (4.10) we obtain that 
\ -u(-,t; ua + vo)\\k < 1. 
\v(;f, vo)\\k < 1 = -\\v0\\k, 1 á 
by linearity, we have proven statement (i) for C = 1/5. 
To prove (ii) we flrst consider the case where v0 has compact support. Using the weak asymp-
totic stability (see Theorem 1.3) and (4.10) we obtain (4.8) for ||t>olk small enough. By linearity 
of (4.7), (4.8) holds for any v0 e C(RN) with compact support. 
We next assume that (4.9) is satisfled, then, for any e > 0 we can decompose vo as 
^0 = ^1 + V2, 
where v\ is continuous with compact support and V2 satisfles ||t>2lU < e. By linearity of the 
problem and (i) we have that 
limsup|u(-, í; vo)\\k < limsup ||u(-, í; vi)\\k + limsup \\v(-, t; V2)\k < Ce. 
t^oo t^oo t^oo 
Since e is arbitrarily small we get (4.8). D 
Proposition 4.2. Assume UQ and VQ satisfy (1.5)—(1.7), then: 
(i) There exist C > 0 and 5 > 0 such that for each vo e C°(RN) with \\vo\\ < 5 we have 
\\u(-, í; UQ + VQ) — u(-, í; uo)\\ ^C||i>o||, (4.11) 
where \\ • \\ is any ofthe norms \\ • \\x, A. e [A._, A+]/or N > 10 and ||| • \\\for N = 10. 
(ii) If v0 has compact support, then 
lim |JC|A|M(-, T; UQ + VQ) — u(-, r; UQ)\ = 0, 
for x > 0 small enough. 
Proof. 
(i) Since || DO II < 5 for 5 small enough, we have 
up-i < wo + o^ < ua+\. 
We consider the problems 
vt - Av = euf¡-1v, xeMN,t>0, 
v(x,0) = (t>o)-, x <= 
a n d 
vt - Av = eu«+1v, xeMN,t>0, / / 110N (4 13) 
v(x,0) = (v0)+, xeRN, 
where (•)+ is the positive part function (i.e. (s)+ = 0 if Í < 0 and (s)+ = s if s > 0) and 
(4-12) 
As in Lemma 4.1 we can see that u(x,t; u0) + v(x,t; (t>o)+) is a super-solution and 
u(x, t; «o) — v(x, t; (t>o)-) is a sub-solution. Then 
|w(-,í; w0 + vo) - u(-,t; «cOl^^iV) < max{ü, v}. 
Applying Lemma 4.1 we obtain (i), 
(ii) By the stability of UQ (see Proposition 4.1) we have that 
\\u(-, t; UQÍ U>O) — u(-,t; wo)|L ^ C||wolU, (4.14) 
for WQ positive continuous function, satisfying —WQ < VQ < WQ and such that ||wolU < oo. 
Then, since the sup{uo} C BR, for some R > O we have 
w(-, í; UQ — WQ) < u{-, t; UQ + VQ) < u{-, t; UQ + WQ), \X\ = R, Í < T, 
for r small enough. Then, by máximum principie we obtain 
w(-, í; UQ — WQ) < u{-, t; UQ + VQ) < u{-, t; UQ + WQ), \X\ > R, t < x. 
Then, thanks to (4.14) we obtain (ii). D 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof can be done now, following the steps of Theorem 4.2 
in [10]. D 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We flrst prove that the solution is global, i.e. it does not blow up at flnite 
time. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that the solution u blows up at time T < oo. By 
Lemma 3.1 the solution remains bounded below in every compact sub-set of RN x [O, oo) and 
by the máximum principie we obtain that 
u(x,t;u0)^<P*(\x\), mRNx[0,T], (4.15) 
as long as the solution exists. Then, if the solution blows up at flnite time, it has to be at x = 0. By 
máximum principie u remains strictly less than <P* on the compact sub-set \x\ = S, T < í < T, 
for á > 0 and 0 < T < T. 
Since ua ->- <P* as a ->- oo in every compact sub-set of (0, oo), there exists a* large enough 
such that 
u(x, t; UQ) < uat(x), \x\ =8, t e [T , 7j , 
u(x, T ; UQ) < uat(x), \x\ < S. 
By máximum principie the solution remains below uat at t = T for \x\ < 5, which contradicts 
the assumption of blow up at flnite time and proves the global existence. The proof ends follow-
ing [10]. D 
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